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The toughest time for candidates pursuing computer education especially BCA, B.E or B. TECH and
MCA or M.sc CS /IT starts when they start looking for IT Companies providing Internship for them.
Students pursuing these professional courses face many problems as they find not such a proper
one to guide them in getting the internship fro corporate, As only few gets such benefit.

So if you are also facing such problem, donâ€™t be stressed or hassled, as IT internship opportunities
are everywhere but needs your eyes to search it better. Companies are even looking for fresh blood
and interns like you. You just need to search it online- job portals and all or in newspapers or social
networking places are now a days more famous for internship possibilities. You can find companies
that compliment your career goals and can assist you in providing a nice platform. It's estimated that
50 to 60 percent of the reputed companies which hires students as interns finally absorb those
interns candidate for full time jobs on their payrolls.

Your seniors, elders, neighbors and fellow colleagues in other colleges and locations may also be of
assistance when it comes to securing an internship or a job.

The main question that arises can be among them:

Which IT companies(s) in India provide internship to students of IT and computer science
engineering?

Does any company provide internship cum job guarantee?

What is the guarantee of job after doing internship?

What will be the location and duration of training?

Will they also help in conducting Placement and Interviews?

The engineering and professional courses including MCA, B.Tech, B.E., BCA amongst others
counting an estimated half a million (and more) under-graduates/post graduates need summer
training or internship in fields of Computer Science, Electrical and Electronics, Mechanical, Civil, Bio-
Informatics disciplines every year. The students for professional programs are required as a part of
the courses to undergo 4 to 8 week or 6 month training. It also varies with the norms of different
universities in India.

For a long time after independence of India, the need of industrialization meant a lot and it has also
aggravated the requirement of fresh bloods as young professionals to match and compete with the
developed and developing countries of world and this canâ€™t be possible without proper training and
guidance under the experienced and skilled employees.
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Nisha Ray - About Author:
a Integrated Solutions Inc is one of a sunshine company of the Indian economy which is showing
rapid growth and committing promise of best reliable services to its working associates. Integrated
Solutions Inc. is a strategic arm of M/s Deft Infosystems (P) Ltd that imparts value-driven
educational and a professional training programmes in IT and allied areas. 
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